
 
 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meetings 2/17/20 - 5/11/20 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
http://tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Zulip CG discussion: https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics 
 
Schedule 
Feb 17 - WGM recap 
Feb 24 - (S)implications 
Mar 2 - Final comments on $find-variants, other proposals 
Mar 9 - re: “IG LITE” 
Mar 16 - STU2 timeline 
Mar 23 - implication reality 
Mar 30 - diagram review 
Apr 6 - connectathon prep 
Apr 13 - xx - EASTER 
Apr 20 - connectathon prep 
Apr 27 - 
May 4 - Star Wars Day 
May 11 - Connectathon prep + looking forward 
May 13-15 Virtual connectathon 

-  

FHIR Subgroup Meeting MAY 11th, 2020 
We are ZOOMing away from FCC. New coordinates: 

https://zoom.us/j/2980068716  
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/adNIRW2P8J  
Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones ) 

1. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
2. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
3. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov 
4. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu 
5. Bret Heale - intermountain - bheale@gmail.com 
6. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
7. Hayden Bader - Epic - hbader@epic.com 
8. Peter Muir MD - Peter@PjmConsultingLLC.com 
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9. Rachel Kutner - Epic - rkutner@epic.com 
10. Ning Xie - BWH - nxie1@bwh.harvard.edu 
11. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  
12. May Terry - MITRE - mayT@mitre.org 
13. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
14. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
15. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 

 
 
Agenda: 

1. Example report statements 
2. Other topics 

 
Discussion: 

1. Example report statements regarding phenotypes and/or cancers 
a. associated phenotype/cancer stress test 

i. Please list name and or link to report 
b. Example Reports 

2. What about additional use cases not coming directly from reports? 
a. Bob D. ACMG screening and PGx screening against external information 
b. Confirm with tinyurl.com/damcgdoc 

3. Connectathon 24 updates - stay tuned! 
4. Joint with O&O prep - define extensions and get feedback send around details 

a. Concern of where the text should be attached - Observation.note, components, 
report sections 

b. May be interesting to add an Observation component to capture patient age at time 
of testing - no tracker yet, Bret to check on other options 

c. https://emerge-fhir-spec.readthedocs.io/en/latest/artifacts/extensions.html 
d. mCODE extensions - http://hl7.org/fhir/us/mcode/artifacts.html#3 

i. Scope is larger - models cancer as a Condition and uses extension to 
reference, a few other needs 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting MAY THE 4TH, 2020 
We are ZOOMing away from FCC. New coordinates: 

https://zoom.us/j/2980068716  
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/adNIRW2P8J  
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Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones ) 

1. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
2. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - patrick.werner@molit.eu  
3. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu  
4. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
5. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
6. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io 
7. Scott Robertson - Kaiser Permanente - scott.m.robertson@kp.org 
8.  Daniel Rutz - Epic - drutz@epic.com 
9. Peter Muir - Peter @PjmConsultingLLC.com 
10. Michelle Barry-Availity, LLC -michelle.barry@availity.com  
11. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
12. Ning Xie - BWH - nxie1@bwh.harvard.edu 
13. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  

 
 
Agenda: 

1. Connectathon updates 
2. Discriminating discriminators 
3. TBD concepts 
4. Level of Evidence vs Clinical Significance (did not address) 

 
 
Discussion: 

1. Connectathon updates 
a. Update based on last week’s tuesday notes 
b. Creating and validating genomic reports 
c. GACS server will be available 
d. Encourage folks to register (only $100) and fill out survey 

 
2. Discriminating discriminators 

a. Spreadsheet parsing is unsupported. But build seems to work -structuredefinition 
looks correct upon inspection. 

b. Still need to confirm “profiling a profile” errors 
3. General QA 

a. Try adding code system with content=not present 
b. Special-url parameter list in the top json file in IG file structure- differentiate “internal” 

urls 
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i. For validating a local code system (e.g., genenames.org/ <- which doesn’t 
exist as we define it) 

ii. https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/215610-shorthand/topic/Codesystems.20
and.20Valuesets  

iii. https://confluence.hl7.org/display/FHIR/Implementation+Guide+Parameters 
1. special-url - "If a canonical resource in the IG should actually have a URL 

that isn't the one implied by the canonical URL for the IG itself, it must be 
listed here explicitly (as well as defined in the resource itself). It must be 
listed here to stop it accidentally being different. Each canonical url must 
be listed in full as present on the resource; it is not possible to specify a 
pattern." 

c. Consider example.org urls 
d. Canonical examples - easy homework problem! 
e. Patrick pushing MSI+TMB 

i. Need to add to diagrams and consider other guidance areas 
4. TBD concepts 

 
Current status: 

grouper  grouper  A means to bundle several 

observations such as one would 

find in a genetics test panel. 

No answers needed  Our own concept. Needs 

formal writeup 

mode-of-i

nheritance 

mode-of-in

heritance 

This is actually LOINC code 

79742-3. And the IG will be 

updated 

 Jamie will remove 

effect-tran

sporter-fu

nction 

effect-trans

porter-funct

ion 

Predicted phenotype for drug 

efficacy through transport 

mechanism. A single marker 

interpretation value known to 

increase or decrease the drug's 

performance. 

Referenced list, needs 

curating 

 

Referenced concept. Needs 

curating 

effect-med

ication-effi

cacy 

Medication 

Efficacy 

  Referenced list, needs 

curating 

Jamie will update and 

remove 

effect-med

ication-me

tabolism 

Medication 

Metabolism 

  Referenced list, needs 

curating 

Jamie will update and 

remove 
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effect-med

ication-tra

nsporter 

Medication 

Transporter 

Function 

  Referenced list, needs 

curating 

 

Duplicate, remove 

effect-high

-risk-allele 

High Risk 

Allele 

  NEEDS THOUGHT, open 

trackers 

Referenced concept. Needs 

curating 

prognostic

-implicatio

n 

Prognostic 

Implication 

component 

Finding of whether a particular 

somatic 

genotype/haplotype/variation or 

combination-thereof predicts a 

particular outcome for the 

specified cancer - either on its 

own or in conjunction with one or 

more interventions. 

unbound   

associated

-cancer 

associated-

cancer 

Associated Cancer  unbound   

associated

-therapy 

Genomicall

y linked 

therapy 

The non-medication therapy 

(procedure) associated with this 

implication 

unbound   

region-cov

erage 

region-cove

rage 

Given as a number between 0 and 

100. Mean mapped read depth. 

Obtained by counting total 

number of mapped reads and 

divided by the number of bases in 

the region sequence. 

  Needs writeup 

functional-

annotation 

functional-a

nnotation 

Annotated changes to sequence 

features caused by this variant. 

Terms are from the sequence 

ontology under SO:0001537. 

Concern over answer list?  Needs writeup 

 
  
 
 



 
 
 

exact-start

-end 

Variant 

exact start 

and end 

The genomic coordinates of the 

exact genomic range in which the 

variant resides. 

  Update original LOINCs? 

inner-start

-end 

Variant 

inner start 

and end 

The genomic coordinates of the 

inner genomic range in which the 

variant might reside. 

  Update original LOINCs? 

outer-start

-end 

Variant 

outer start 

and end 

The genomic coordinates of the 

outer genomic range in which the 

variant might reside. 

  Update original LOINCs? 

variant-inh

eritance 

Variant 

inheritance 

A quality inhering in a variant by 

virtue of its origin. The terms are 

in the sequence ontology under 

SO:0001762 

  Needs writeup 

diagnostic

-implicatio

n 

Diagnostic 

Implication 

An observation linking a genomic 

finding with a knowledge base, 

providing context that may aid in 

diagnosing a patient with a 

particular phenotype or condition. 

No answers needed  Needs writeup 

therapeuti

c-implicati

on 

Therapeutic 

Implication 

An observation linking a genomic 

finding with a knowledge base, 

providing potential evidence of an 

interaction with a specified 

medication or non-medicinal 

therapy. 

No answers needed  Needs writeup 

Next steps: 
1. Jamie will remove extra one 
2. Several just need writeup for our own profiles (grouper, diagnostic/therapeutic implications) 
3. 3 positional loincs need reconciliation with original codes 
4. 2 SO-based concepts need writeup and sent to loinc 
5. 2 PGx concepts with lists need thought (after updating) 
6. Associated-cancer (need to explain concept fully and mention 1-2 preferred bindings) 

a. What system to push? Currently unbound -  
i. preferred to ICD-O-3 

 
  
 
 



 
 
 

ii. snomed/etc 
iii. HPO or possibly Disease Ontology? 

7. Associated phenotype  
8. Diagnostic phenotypes vs potentially associated 

a. Current modeling is that found in lab’s report - pointing out potentially associated 
concepts.  

b. Ongoing discussion with O&O re: obs vs condition 
c. Need example reports for actual diagnoses 
d. Current examples: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/18T4RS0VnrJdLS3k79skbrZ0cYyL1U53t 
e. Need to reconsider strength of diagnoses and implications. Towards implementing a 

decision support layer on top of our IG. 
i. Additional (parallel) components for stronger statements? 
ii. Decision support IG profiling the universal IG? 
iii. Suggest conditions on diagnostic profiles mirroring our usage of tasks in 

pgx? 
f. JIRA discussing this (comments welcome) : https://jira.hl7.org/browse/FHIR-26945  

 
 

5. Level of Evidence vs Clinical Significance 
a. https://loinc.org/93044-6/ (currently preferred list) 
b. https://loinc.org/53037-8/ (currently extensible list) 
c. Issue: AMP conflates concepts, should it be separated out? 

 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting April 27th, 2020 
We are ZOOMing away from FCC. New coordinates: 

https://zoom.us/j/2980068716  
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/adNIRW2P8J  
Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Kevin Power ) 

1. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
2. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
3. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  
4. Jamie Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com (leaving early) 
5. Peter Muir - Peter@PjmConsultingLLC.com 
6. Hayden Bader - hbader@epic.com  
7. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
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8. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
9. Michelle Barry-Availity michelle.barry@availity.com  

Agenda: 

1. Prep for tomorrow’s block vote 
2. DerivedFrom slicing 
3. Other items 

 
Discussion: 

1. Block vote: 
a. FHIR-16871 - persuasive with mod 
b. FHIR-21635 - not persuasive 
c. FHIR-24883 - not persuasive 

2. Observation.derivedFrom 
a. Multiple resources allowed 
b. Progress on updated discriminator? 
c.  

3. Other items in the branch that are not voted on? 
a. Draft complex extension (Kevin will remove for now) 

  

 
1. IG Lite updates? 

a. Need to identify “must support” fields on variant 
b. Following IG LITE companion, suggest reviewing examples of the same variant(s) 

represented in each of our 3 ways in a table with pros+cons. 
2. Homework problem: 

a. https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/Associated.20Phenotyp
e.20Nomenclature - associated phenotype vs associated cancer, one concept? 

i. Having two can make queries more challenging ( only looking for ‘cancer’ 
implications, rather than querying on ‘cancer’ component you are forced to 
understand the codes that make up what can be sent 

ii. To find ‘cancer’ related items, how would they do it with a single component? 
1. Find ‘cancer’ specimens -> findings -> implications 
2. Identify possible ‘cancer’ terminologies and search by system? 

iii. Single component should likely be 0..* 
b. Bret will look for / log tracker for ‘risk of’ versus ‘in context of’ for implications. 

3. Modelling adverse events:  
a. Bret: RiskAssessment and AdverseEvent resources claim to be designed for this 

space, does anyone have experience working with these and/or the Patient Care 
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work group? Genetic items are touching use cases here… may want to consider 
referencing diagnostic reports 

i. Eg. therapeutic and diagnostic implications may be using the same concept 
differently. 

b. Note on covid sequencing - positive/negative reports are currently coming in even 
without any specimen sections/data.  

i. Possible Link to diagnostic report from risk assessment - needs coordination 
between work groups 

ii.  
4. TBD concepts fleshing out 

a. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/kpower_SomaticImplication/
tbd-codes.html needs updating 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting April 20th, 2020 
We are ZOOMing away from FCC. New coordinates: 

https://zoom.us/j/2980068716  
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/adNIRW2P8J  
Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com ) 

1.  Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
2.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
3. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com  
4. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - patrick.werner@molit.eu  
5. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  
6. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com 
7. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
8. Peter Muir - Peter@PjmConsultingLLC.com 
9. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
10. Hayden Bader - Epic - hbader@epic.com 
11. Daniel Rutz - Epic - drutz@epic.com 
12. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
13. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  

Agenda: 

1. May Connectathon info - $100 registration email should have gone around 
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http://www.hl7.org/events/fhir/connectathon/2020/05/?utm_source=HL7+Current+Members
+List&utm_campaign=2fa66b10c7-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_05_11_COPY_01&utm_med
ium=email&utm_term=0_96aaebb68f-2fa66b10c7-55681893 

2. Haplotype.derivedFrom (Patrick + Bob M) 
3. Reviewing emerge extensions 

 

Discussion: 

1. May 13-15 Connectathon info will follow up on official email communication 
a. https://confluence.hl7.org/display/FHIR/2020-05+Genomics 
b. Report types (please review Example Reports folder in CGWG google drive and 

pick out good ones to model) 
i. HLA (Bob M, also working on FHIR shorthand) 
ii. WES Trio (Jamie) 
iii. Cancer Screening (Patrick, Alex) 

1. Including tumor-normal testing 
2. Bob M: what about non-cancerous tumors - is there any data to 

contribute? 
3. Bob D: publically available breast cancer data set may help here as 

well-could mock up some clinical data in mCode and combine to 
match a patient to a clinical trial - not easy, but very interesting 

4. Clem: COSMIC could easily be used for extra cancer variant data 
iv. PGx screening (Bob D, Bret) 

1. Bob D - will make available 1k genome project GACS - could create 
an ACMG screening scenario. Bret would like to collab as well 

v. Clem is bringing some developers and others may be around as well 
 
 
 

2. Haplotype.derivedFrom (Patrick + Bob M) 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/haplotype.html 

a. Slicing concerns 
 
Currently Haplotype.derivedFrom has slices for: Variant/Haplotype, the pattern is 
Observation.code, but the slices don’t include a pattern for the slices itself (only target 
profile is set).  
 
Our current slicing on “code” is not functioning as intended. It is misleading and 
creates errors when it shouldn’t--not all possible referenced resources have a 
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“code”. Beyond that, we should not be discriminating between these references 
based on “profile.” 
  
Also there is no slice representing MolSeq 
Bob D: current setup is not extensible with a local profile of MolSeq, need to rethink 
approach. 
 
E.g: if we have a bundle with a haplotype deriving from a molecularSequence, it raises an 
error. 
 
TODOs: 

- Add second discriminator on Resource type 
- Add Coding pattern to the slices (keep target profile?) 
- Add MolSeq as a slice 

- MolSeq doesn’t have a ‘code’ though, need to make sure enforcing code on 
Obs doesn’t break MolSeq referencing 

- Check if other obs-references are needed here 
- Review the IG for similar slicing problems 

- Bob D - inconsistencies in representation of these slices on other profiles as 
well (e.g. sequence phase relation) 

- Attempt to get error downgraded to warning-need to facilitate others profiling off of 
our profiles. 
 

Patrick will attempt to get the correct discriminator and will test with Bob M.  
Aim to get it in as technical correction if needed. Frozen version if not. 

 
 

3. Reviewing emerge extensions - discussion for tomorrow 
a. https://emerge-fhir-spec.readthedocs.io/en/latest/artifacts/index.html 
b. https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1n_u1RQWHmAm8tafIFioR0g3HFLqKdvZ

F/edit?dls=true#gid=1008959679 
A heterozygous c.1552C>T (p.Arg518*) pathogenic variant 
in the KCNQ1 (NM_000218.2) gene was detected in this 
individual, which was confirmed by Sanger sequencing. 
Defects i... 

Confirmation should be 
modelled if possible, as 
should be computable... 

This individual is homozygous for the functional allele of the 
DPYD gene. This genotype information can be used by 
patients and clinicians as part of the shared decision-making 
process for fluoropyrimidines (capecitabine, fluorouracil, 
tegafur). Based on the genotype result, this patient is 
predicted to have a normal DPD activity phenotype. 
Individuals with this diplotype are expected to have "normal"  
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risk for fluoropyrimidine toxicity. Recommendations include 
the use of label recommended dosage and administration. 
Refer to current guidelines for dosage and 
recommendations at 
https://cpicpgx.org/guidelines/guideline-for-fluoropyrimidines
-and-dpyd/.  
This individual is homozygous for the rs4149056 T/T allele in 
the SLCO1B1 gene. This genotype information can be used 
by patients and clinicians as part of the shared 
decision-making process for simvastatin and other drugs 
affected by SLCO1B1. Based on the genotype result, this 
patient is predicted to have normal SLCO1B1 function. This 
means that there is no reason to adjust the dose of most 
medications that are affected by SLCO1B1 (including 
simvastatin) on the basis of SLCO1B1 genetic status. Refer 
to current guidelines for dosage and recommendations at 
https://cpicpgx.org/guidelines/guideline-for-simvastatin-and-s
lco1b1/.  

i.  

 

 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting April 6th, 2020 
We are ZOOMing away from FCC. New coordinates: 

https://zoom.us/j/2980068716  
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/adNIRW2P8J  
Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Patrick Werner - MOLIT Insitut - pw@moliut.eu ) 

1. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - Dora.Finkeisen@molit.eu 
2. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
3. Jamie Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com (dropping off early) 
4. Bret Heale - Intermountain - bheale@gmail.com  
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5.  Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolni@elimu.io  
6.  Peter Muir - PjmConsultingLLC.com 
7. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
8.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
9. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
10. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
11. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org 
12.  

 
Agenda: 

1. Connectathon track review  https://confluence.hl7.org/display/FHIR/2020-05+Genomics 
2. IG Lite updates? 
3. Sample report conversion using new implications 
4. Genomic tooling updates? 
5. Zulip topics: 
6. TBD concepts fleshing out 

 
Discussion: 

5. Connectathon track review  https://confluence.hl7.org/display/FHIR/2020-05+Genomics 
Jamie: Important to check query ability as well 
Bob M: wants to test out his HLA IG, or provide insight on how to constrain our IG to 

make a use-case specific IG. 
Bob D: testing subject-variant could be an option. Could provide a server which 

supports the operation.  
Bret: A Scenario: searching for the same Variant  with different Variant Identifiers 

(ClinVar, hgvs, …) on the Repository would be nice. 
6. IG Lite updates? 

a. Need to identify “must support” fields on variant 
b. Following IG LITE companion, suggest reviewing examples of the same variant(s) 

represented in each of our 3 ways in a table with pros+cons. 
Jamie: create 3 identical examples, each using a different way. 
Clem: how can we restrict the profile that the implementer has to pick one of the three styles. Also 
wants to provide a Questionnaire capturing Genomic Observations. How do we check the correct 
usage. 
Patrick: invariants 
Bob D.: Do we want to restrict users to one of the three options? 
Clem: No, there is no common opinion on which option is best. 
Patrick: should add invariants to enforce correct usage 
 

7. Sample report conversion using new implications 
a. Gather sample reports to/from Example Reports folder in CGWG google drive 

i. PGx screening 
ii. Cancer screening 
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iii. Tumor/Normal testing 
iv. Trio testing 

Please provide Examples. 
 

8. Genomic tooling updates? 
a. What is in scope for May connectathon? 

Kevin: Collected Information about HGVS Parsers are now here: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hqcs7l638RCytkwRXStSr18H49vZE5U5QXyL4zXF5es/edit  
Please add other Tooling to the doc/ the group. 
 

9. Zulip topics: 
a. https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/STU2.20Theme.3A.20I

mplications - Lab text on implications, where does it go? 
Could add this as Observation.text, Observation.component, Observation.valueString or as 
an Extension. 
Clem: should talk to eMerge about how they solved it. Better be aligned. 
Kevin: Here is an example: 

"Heterozygous germline NF2 loss or inactivation is associated with neurofibromatosis type 2 
syndrome, which results in the development of vestibular schwannomas, meningiomas, 
ependymomas, and ocular disturbances (65,66,67). Prevalence for this disorder in the general 
population is estimated to be 1:25,00067." 
 
Patrick: Observation.text has another scope and represents the whole content of the observation, but 
here the goal is to have a dedicated String field 
Bret: Observation.note could also be used  
Patrick: But note doesn’t has a qualifier, so we wouldn’t know if this is a note on method, or a 
comment on the value. 
 
END OF MEETING: NO DISCUSSIONS OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS: 

b. https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179197-genomics/topic/Associated.20Phenotyp
e.20Nomenclature - associated phenotype vs associated cancer, one concept? 

10. TBD concepts fleshing out 
a. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/kpower_SomaticImplication/

tbd-codes.html needs updating 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting March 30th, 2020 
We are ZOOMing away from FCC. Temporary coordinates: 
https://bostonchildrens.zoom.us/j/9569925528 
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Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones - james.jones.bch@gmail.com) 

1. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
2.  Peter Muir - PjmConsultingLLC.com 
3. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
4. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
5.  Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
6.  Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMBTR - bmilius@nmdp.org  
7. Scott Isaac - Epic - scisaac@epic.com 
8. Hayden Bader - Epic - hbader@epic.com  
9. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - pw@molit.eu  
10. Jason Weyer - Epic - jweyer@epic.com 
11. Bret Heale  
12.  

Agenda 
1. ZOOM coordinates 
2. Implication textual guidance and diagrams review 
3. HGVS validators and other genomic toolings 
4. Other “IG Lite” items 

Discussion 
1. ZOOM coordinates. Issues connecting, please speak up in this space: 

a.  

b. https://bostonchildrens.zoom.us/j/9569925528 
2. Implication textual guidance and diagrams review 

a. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/kpower_SomaticImplication/
pharmacogenomics.html 

b. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/kpower_SomaticImplication/
somatics.html 

c. Bob M: would it be useful to identify groups/SMEs around each use case? 
Particularly to point readers to groups that have helped guide the content for each 
use case (pgx/somatics/hla/operations/etc) 

d. Liz: agree we should “cite” experts wherever we can here 
e. Bob D: I don’t feel the need to be linked here, more important to ensure use cases 

are being vetted against the structures. 
f. Contacts around use cases and re-works would be a great internal resource if 

nothing else 
i. FHIR-19844 PGx High Risk Allele Medication Impact is confusing 
ii. FHIR-16834 - Separating it into a separate profile may make it seem 

disconnected. 
iii. FHIR-16871 - Specialization for somatic variant might not be necessary 
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g. Other identified implication items: 
i. FHIR-26426 Add new component for 'Potential Clinical Trial Match 

1. Could include as component or experiment with new structure 
a. Bret will find if new structure(s) are viable 

i. Research Study resource, another datatype in the 
pipeline 

ii. https://www.hl7.org/fhir/researchstudy.html  
iii. https://www.hl7.org/fhir/researchsubject.html 
iv.  https://www.hl7.org/fhir/researchdefinition.html 

b. Including as component on therapeutic implication may not be 
semantically correct but can model it there for now 

c. Bob D: NLM put out RFI for clinicaltrials.gov to increase 
structure for variants there. Linking trials here as just a field 
without really clarifying the intent/origin of the link may be 
problematic. 

d. Liz: RFI appears to have closed but meeting scheduled for 
next month re: this -- CDS wg doing something in this space 

ii. FHIR-26380 describe adverse effects on Implication 
a. Currently have ‘associated-phenotype’ only 

iii. FHIR-26379 Support for detailed lab text on Implications 
1. Can use Observation.note 

iv. FHIR-25170 relatedArtifact extension on Observation.component 
1. Confirm errors with current use, move to update if arise. 

v. FHIR-25187 CG IG TaskRecFollowup profile code should be extensible 
1. Will reassess with connectathon for whole report workflow 

3. HGVS validators and other genomic toolings 
a. HGVS Validators online / free 
b. Privacy issues in some areas with using online annotation tools 
c. HAPI undergoing heavy validation backend changes, will ease integrating custom 

validation modules, should be able to specify system URI and own system for 
validating on that 

4. Other “IG Lite” items 
a. Variant component grouping 

i. https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hnoaWjdNZbGkIzl4gZugzANnulQ
XF6ky7aWCjzbAiks/edit#gid=0 

b. Other genomic findings alignment 
i. Bob M’s previous request to align haplotype/genotype code/value structure 

with that from variant 
5. Region studied  

a. FHIR-25296 Uncallable subregions in a region studied 
i.  

b. FHIR-24598 How to reference a region studied observation from genotype, 
haplotype, variant observations 
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i. Clem: concerned with needing to link these here, might not be needed 
ii. Bob M: will update in the future 

 
Chat history: 
From Liz Amos to Everyone:  11:14 AM 
US core lists their authors :https://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/US-Core/ 
From Bret Heale to Everyone:  11:35 AM 
researchstudy in fhir 
From Bob Milius to Everyone:  11:39 AM 
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/researchstudy.html 
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/researchsubject.html 
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/researchdefinition.html 
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/researchelementdefinition.html 
From Liz Amos to Everyone:  11:40 AM 
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-LM-20-003.html 
From Clem Mcdonald to Everyone:  11:55 AM 
LOINC created a observation code for literature refences during the development of the V2 CG 
report. Not sure if it is the V2 but here it is 
69549-4 Genetic knowledge reference Molgen Nom (Bld/Tiss) [ID] 
 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting March 23rd, 2020 
 https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 
Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones - james.jones.bch@gmail.com) 

1. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - patrick.werner@molit.eu  
2. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu  
3. Peter Muir - Peter@PjmConsultingLLC.com 
4. Hayden Bader - Epic - hbader@epic.com 
5. Liz Amos - NLM -liz.amos@nih.gov  
6. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
7. Bret Heale - Intermountain - bheale@gmail.com 
8. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
9. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
10.  Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
11.  Ning Xie - BWH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
12.  Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
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Agenda: 
1. Implications update 

a. What’s done 
b. What’s left 
c. Niceties from here 

2. Other items 
a. Patrick: FCC time change for load balancing 

i. Request (in general) for some groups to move start times of meetings either 
15 before or after the hour 

1. Jamie: prefer 15 before, as have another meeting right after this one 
ends most weeks. 

2. Will send email to listserv suggested we start 15 minutes early next 
week 

ii. Consider email for tomorrow’s call to start ~10 after - Kevin Kevin/Bob M to 
coordinate 

iii.  
iv. Audio issues: 
v.   

Discussion: 
1. Implications update 

a. Simplications IG STU2 
i. Implication migration spreadsheet of notes from migrating examples 

1. Clinical significance in the cancer space: 
a. ‘Supportive diagnosis’ vs ‘pathogenic’ vs ‘oncogenic’ 
b. Bret: ‘Oncogenic’ is a compound concept--subsumes 

pathogenic and others. Similar issues can easily arise in other 
use cases too. 

c. Patrick: need to display oncogenic etc, may switch to 
preferred binding from extensible? 

d. Alex: using the AMP guidelines, would steer away from 
ACMG language. Might be confusing.. 

e. Partrick: could use concept-maps to map pathogenic to 
oncogenic if pathogenic would confuse users in the oncology 
space. 

2. Linking to cancers and other conditions 
a. Patrick: suggest preferred binding to ICD for the 

associated-cancer component 
b. ICD-O3 ~ICD10 
c. Bret: would love to see a system/module where a Clinician 

can enter morphology/typology in and have it mapped 
automatically --and where clinicians can actively use it 

d. Clem: some concerns here with locking it down, is ICD-O 
free? Country-specific likely… 
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e. Patrick: involved in the licensing problem, working with 
Grahame + WHO to be able to use these in FHIR… WHO is 
slow, started ~1 year ago 

3. Patrick to log JIRA 
4. Kevin to update diagrams 

ii. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/kpower_SomaticImpl
ication/diagnostic-implication.html 

2. Other items 
a. Main page Bob slides going out today 

i.  
b. Jamie will log/track other related JIRAs from implication discussions 
c. Group ought to prioritize looking at Variant again to increase guidance there 

i. Liz+Clem working on proposal for displaying better descriptions, 
ii. What feedback is needed? Please send to group! 

d. TBD codes: 
i. Jamie will update list after simplication from the dev branch and send around 

for LOINCifying 
 
Chat history 

Alex 11:22 AM the word pathogenic usually implies a virus or other organism is the underlying 
cause does it not? may be confusing 

Bret Heale 11:28 AM In genetics it's been used for variant effect on protein or Gene function 

Joel Schneider 11:34 AM Are pathogenic and oncogenic overlapping concepts? Does one 
subsume the other? 

Bret Heale 11:35 AM To Alex's point, we should include discussion of end user display and how to 
use the two components to meet the end user's expec 

Bret Heale 11:35 AM @joel oncogienic is subsumed by pathogenic but not really. More of 
additional information 

Alex 11:36 AM Agreed, and examples are always helpful. Thanks for clarifying. 

Bret Heale 11:39 AM Morphology or typology codes? 

clem mcdonald 11:40 AM I am permantly muted. But we can't say ICD we have to be more 
specific. ICD-O is not free as I understand it. Worry about locking it down, could pick a few diferent 
code systems and limit to that 
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Joel Schneider 11:42 AM If oncogenic is a special case of pathogenic, it may be better to have a 
separate code for it, rather than fudging the display value. (e.g. name-use|old and 
name-use|maiden in HumanName) 

Bret Heale 11:43 AM It's pathogenic with additional information like using a contextual modifier or 
maybe a causes relationship 

11:44 AM Not child parent, in my mind 

Kevin Power 11:45 AM +1 for new JIRA :) 

Bob Milius 11:46 AM I'll post my slides in minutes today 

Patrick 11:47 AM ok not a year. HL7/WHO started talking August 2nd 2019 

Bob Milius 11:47 AM I'm working on an HLA IG and will then write up some stuff for CG IG 

Bret Heale 11:50 AM Risk assessment profile? For risk of condition? Perhaps as an alternative? 

Bret Heale 11:51 AM Sry for noise. Not in optimal situation 

clem mcdonald 11:52 AM I will confirm too and will accept help from Jamie 

11:53 AM We have been asking them all along. We were not clear on how to present it until we 
talked to Kevin. It will be similar to what Jamie presented but with few additional twists 

 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting March 16th, 2020 
 https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 
Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones - james.jones.bch@gmail.com) 

13. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org 
14. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
15. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
16. Bret Heale  - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com 
17. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov 
18. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
19. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
20. Ning Xie - BWH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
21. Peter Muir - Peter@PjmConsultingLLC.com 
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22. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
23. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - pw@molti.eu ( :21) 

 
  
Agenda: 

1.  STU2 timeline 
2.  STU2 themes 

 
Discussion: 

1. STU2 timeline 
a. May 16 - Connectathon 24 
b. June 16 - DevDays (Cleveland) 
c. Sept 16 - Connectathon 25 (Baltimore) 
d. Nov 1 -- NIB due, IG substantially complete 
e. Nov 14 -- submit initial content 
f. Nov 22 - Dec 4 -- QA 
g. Dec 4-8 -- Content change QA application 

 
2. STU2 themes (“reducing (moving) complexity” vs “increasing readability”) 

 
i. Target audience of IG is very diverse and our structures and guidance are 

complex 
1. Initially targeted 

a. Programmers, originally 
2. Looking at it now+soon 

a. Lab managers 
b. Consumers of varying technical backgrounds 
c.  

3. Is there a minimum bar for the scope of what background we 
include? 

a. New to FHIR 
b. New to Genomics 
c. Technical vs not 
d. … too many  

4. Highlight some of the ‘whys’ of using our IG (simple codes not 
enough) 

5. Next steps: 
a. Jamie: Log a tracker to update guidance on index.html 
b. Bob M draw up draft based on ‘newcomer’ slides from Sydney 

i. Keep it to items unique to our IG where possible 
ii. Address “what’s necessary for me to read?” issue 

1. More narrative isn’t necessarily better narrative 
2. Bob D: can we point out ‘conformance 

narrative’ vs framework information… flag 
pages and sort them based on that 
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3. Joel: more guidance around our examples and 
use cases - a cookbook 

4. Bob M: examples with descriptive narrative 
c. Jamie: Log a tracker to classify and separate guidance 

between “conformance” and more unnecessary items 
d.  

ii. Supporting materials (separate from IG structures and built-in presentation) 
iii. Resources and conversations/questions answered in Zulip 

1. Bret: Specific thread  
iv. HL7 courses 
v. How to actually increase guidance?? 

1. Google doc / writeup to send around 
2. Bob M 

b. Definitional and Knowledge versus Observational (IG LITE companion) 
i. Adding better guidance to variant to highlight this 
ii. Must-support flags 

c. Implications (Simplications IG STU2) 
i.  

d. Methodology 
i. Likely need more feedback from adopters… no solutions here yet 

1. Single codes are particularly difficult to get past for many 
2. eMERGE uses text extensions to supplement a PlanDefinition 

resource 
a. FHIR’s 80:20 approach to extensions, but we are hoping to be 

the universal shop for genomics so we may want to define 
80% of that 20% 

b.  
e. Tooling support for genomic specific code systems (HGNC, HGVS, SO, etc ...) 

i. Patrick: have started working on SO code system, have HGNC up on hapi 
ii. HGVS is syntactic, will we ever see this working? 

f. More guidance on search (operations.html helps) 
i. Feel free to place trackers 
ii. “Look more at finding resources that are as we define them” 

g. LOINC requests for any remaining 'TBD codes' 
i. YES GO 

h. Getting more labs involved - Reviewing, planning to implement 
i. Huge topic, not IN IG 

i. Modeling Analytic validity 
i. Likely it’s own Observation- keep marinating 
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FHIR Subgroup Meeting March 9th, 2020 
 https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 
Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones - james.jones.bch@gmail.com) 

1. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - pw@molit.eu 
2. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
3.  Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
4. May Terry - MITRE - mayT@mitre.org 
5.  Daniel Rutz - Epic - drutz@epic.com 
6. Hayden Bader - Epic - hbader@epic.com 
7. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
8. Ling teng -tenglingling@gmail.com 
9. Ning Xie - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
10. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com (:20) 
11. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org 
12.  

 
Agenda: 

1. Operations pages - vote tomorrow 
2. Reporting on multiple specimen testing - call for examples 
3. “IG Lite” 

a. Implications alignment 
b. Variant component grouping 
c. Other genomic findings alignment 

4. Region studied ? 
 
Discussion: 

1. Operations pages - vote tomorrow 
a. FHIR-25250 Genomic Data Server Operations 

i. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/fhir_operations/find-s
ubject-variants.html 

ii. Question over static-looking ids on the parameter out observations 
1. Maybe consider updating example to use UUIDs which are more 

likely to be interpreted as temporary - since the server may not 
actually support searching for Observation via those IDs. 

2. Reporting on multiple specimen testing - call for examples 
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a. Leaning towards using an (optional) extension on variant to point to an additional 
specimen 

i. Relation-Type (of specimen) and then reference(Specimen) 
ii. Will watch this as it goes through MCODE technical review (and also work 

into examples on our own) 
iii. Bob D-Question: if you are reporting e.g., a plasma:urine ratio, how are the 2 

specimens linked? Do they each have an Observation? 
iv. May and Patrick to draft FHIR versions of tumor-normal reports 

3. “IG Lite” 
a. Implications realignment (Simplications IG STU2) 

i. FHIR-19844 PGx High Risk Allele Medication Impact is confusing 
ii. FHIR-16834 - Separating it into a separate profile may make it seem 

disconnected. 
iii. FHIR-16871 - Specialization for somatic variant might not be necessary 

b. Implications enhancement requests 
i. FHIR-26426 Add new component for 'Potential Clinical Trial Match 
ii. FHIR-26380 describe adverse effects on Implication 
iii. FHIR-26379 Support for detailed lab text on Implications 
iv. FHIR-25170 relatedArtifact extension on Observation.component 
v. FHIR-25187 CG IG TaskRecFollowup profile code should be extensible 

c. Variant component grouping 
i. https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hnoaWjdNZbGkIzl4gZugzANnulQ

XF6ky7aWCjzbAiks/edit#gid=0 
d. Other genomic findings alignment 

i. Bob M’s previous request to align haplotype/genotype code/value structure 
with that from variant 

4. Region studied  
a. FHIR-25296 Uncallable subregions in a region studied 
b. FHIR-24598 How to reference a region studied observation from genotype, 

haplotype, variant observations 
 

Discussion 
5. Operations pages - vote tomorrow 
6. “IG Lite” 

a. Implications alignment 
b. Variant component grouping 
c. Other genomic findings alignment 

7. Reporting on multiple specimen testing 
Bob Milius 
11:22 AM 
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re when to STU2, I asked this question on zulip 
https://chat.fhir.org/#narrow/stream/179252-IG-creation/topic/guidance.20for.20when.20to.
20ballot.20next.20STU 
Bob Milius 
11:24 AM 
Answer from Lloyd: "Lloyd McKenzie: 
Primarily one of two things: 
 
1) there's been a significant enough set of changes that community review is again 
warranted 
2) you want to boost the ballot level 
 
Also, there's an expectation for 2 full STU cycles before you can take something 
normative." 
Patrick 
11:25 AM 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y4E5lzsxLJ644kHpR7fTYN-xoGgPQVmt/view?usp=sharing 
Bob Milius 
11:42 AM 
If we support both manually-defined and grammar-defined, how does this impact searching 
for variants? 
Patrick 
11:45 AM 
+1 for invariants! 
Bob Milius 
11:52 AM 
I thought gene-studied-id and region-studied served two different purposes. The former 
describes what was found, and the latter describes what was looked for. At least that was 
how it was explained to me when I asked recently. 
Patrick 
11:55 AM 
i agree bob 
Bob Milius 
11:57 AM 
It seems that we should collect examples from current implementers to see what elements 
are actually being used. 
Bob Milius 
11:57 AM 
current implementers of our IG 
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Bob Milius 
11:57 AM 
+1 Kevin 
Patrick 
11:57 AM 
+1at kevins argument 
Bret Heale 
11:59 AM 
Do the current implementations cover the industry? 
  

 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting March 2nd, 2020 
 https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 
Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones - james.jones.bch@gmail.com) 

1. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - pw@molit.eu  
2. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
3. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
4. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
5.  Ning Xie - BWH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
6.  Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com (:10) 
7. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com 
8.   
9.   
10.  

 
Agenda: 

8. Operations pages  
9. Call for comments on other proposals 
10. Reporting on multiple specimen testing in the IG 

 
Discussion: 

1. Operations pages  
a. Genomics Reporting Implementation Guide/Operations  
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b. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/fhir_operations/find-subject-
variants.html 

i. FHIR-I issue logged, should be fixed for R5 
2. Call for comments on other proposals 

a. Simplications IG STU2 
b. Follow-ups on Implications: 

i. FHIR-19844 PGx High Risk Allele Medication Impact is confusing 
1. Add “risk allele” to https://loinc.org/53037-8/? 
2. FHIR-26380 describe adverse effects on Implication 

ii. FHIR-26379 Support for detailed lab text on Implications 
iii. FHIR-25170 relatedArtifact extension on Observation.component 
iv. FHIR-25187 CG IG TaskRecFollowup profile code should be extensible 

 
c. FHIR-25296 Uncallable subregions in a region studied 

 
3. Reporting on multiple specimen testing in the IG (May) 

a. https://chat.fhir.org/user_uploads/10155/-ltSSSyB_EcbV4rHkvqZGcyY/sample-temp
us-ngs.pdf  

b. https://chat.fhir.org/user_uploads/10155/-FjvUJr23PlxrwuHd879KHdw/image.png  
i. Patrick: 

1. 1 variant, using source-class “somatic” vs “germline” 
2. Request extension for pointing to additional specimens 

a. Address tie between variant and other context 
b. Currently extra specimens can hang on the report (but won’t 

be linked to/from any variants unless create “extra” variant 
observations for them) 

c. Bob D: Need to study how the tumor specimen is evolving 
d. Patrick: may need to select specimen type in the extension as 

well as the reference (complex extension!) 
ii. Bob D: labs making these decisions should (have to) be CLIA compliant so 

may be possible to work toward capturing the pipeline actually used to 
generate the results. 

a.  
iii. Bret: may be difficult for labs to get there but we need to at least make it 

possible to do it correctly. 
iv.  

c. https://loinc.org/LL378-1/ vs SO:0001762 
i. Issues with the term “somatic” meaning “cancer”. The normal tissue is often 

also somatic. 
1. Perhaps “tumor tissue” and “control tissue” 

ii. Clem: except in single-cell there’s often a mixture, you have to make a call - 
everything isn’t a cancer cell… routine use is lots of methods used to call it 
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iii. Suggest only using variant inheritance SO list only for refining germline 
variant, not for reporting somatic/etc 

d. Source class vs Specimen.type 
i. https://loinc.org/LL378-1/  

e. Specimen identification In the DAM: 
i. HL7 DAM CGWG Clinical Genomics_Draft 

f. Clem: if they’re really doing 2 separate tests vs just calling the ones they find one 
way or the other. 

i. Could do 1 report for normal tissue 1 report for tumor tissue, would need a 
third (the 1 we normally see) that has the full results from the sub-tests. 

g. Kevin: suggest going through some of the examples here and how they could be 
done in our current spec (or with the extension) 

i. Key points, like on May’s slides 
h. Patrick: will provide a modelled example. Today we only get the end result, don’t get 

the source information.  
i. Look at trio tests next 

 
Chat History 
Jamie Jones 
11:02 AM 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FGCQRtxJKyHhnC1uB_t4sJZ9yXbLMGOqPXHPr5t
SLLQ/edit# 
Patrick 
11:02 AM 
i fixed the pdf link in topic 3 
Patrick 
11:03 AM 
unfortantely i didn't finish my example :-/ 
May 
11:04 AM 
also still working on my example, but I do have a couple of slides to share. In short, 
mCODE has some limitations on what it can support for tumor-normal. 
Patrick 
11:06 AM 
my mic is not working, reconnecting 
Jamie Jones 
11:08 AM 
Please sign in at 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FGCQRtxJKyHhnC1uB_t4sJZ9yXbLMGOqPXHPr5t
SLLQ/edit# to help us track the discussion. Thanks! 
May 
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11:09 AM 
how about skipping me to the end w hile I call in by phone 
Patrick 
11:11 AM 
May: i had to disable and enable mic access in MacOS Settings for free conference call 
Bret Heale 
11:16 AM 
tumor and control tissue are clear to me ^ ) and 'safe' 
Patrick 
11:20 AM 
https://chat.fhir.org/user_uploads/10155/-FjvUJr23PlxrwuHd879KHdw/image.png 
Bret Heale 
11:22 AM 
they presume germline 
Bret Heale 
11:22 AM 
for control tissue 
Bret Heale 
11:22 AM 
'presumptive germline' could be a good term 
Bret Heale 
11:23 AM 
but not in practice 
Kevin Power 
11:36 AM 
We can reference 0..* Specimens from GenomicsReport - how sure are we that we need 
the extension on Variant? And what are we saying by doing that reference? The Variant 
was/was not found in the referenced 'normal' specimen? 
Patrick 
11:36 AM 
i agree that somatic is used wrong by oncologists. But they are using it that way. I don't 
think we can change all oncologists. 
Patrick 
11:38 AM 
@Kevin 
The extension references the speciment with a typed type: "normal tissue/bloof" "paternal" 
"maternal" etc. 
Kevin Power 
11:39 AM 
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@Patrick - Still sounds fuzzy to me. 
Patrick 
11:39 AM 
:-( 
Kevin Power 
11:41 AM 
Or let me rephrase - I understand what you are referencing, but am unclear how all these 
things come together to tell a single story 
Kevin Power 
11:43 AM 
So - Report.specimen(0..*), Observation.specimen(0..1), 
Observation.component[genomicSourceClass], Observation.component[variantOrigin], 
Variant.extension[otherSpecimens] - when to use what? 
Patrick 
11:46 AM 
Report.specimen: all specimens involved in the report. 
Observation.specimen: The focus of the Observation (in tumor-normal testing the tumor 
tissue) 
extension[otherSpecimens]: other Specimens involved in the Observation including its type 
May 
11:47 AM 
Here's what I read... In paired tumor-normal analysis, DNA isolated from tumor and from 
nonmalignant normal cells of the peripheral blood, saliva, buccal swab, fibroblasts, or nails 
are sequenced on the same platform separately, and data from tumor and normal DNA 
samples from the same individual are matched to analyze together 
May 
11:47 AM 
From this... "are sequenced on the same platform separately.." 
Patrick 
11:49 AM 
will provide a modeled example 
Patrick 
11:51 AM 
we need specimen type to say: frozen tissue, blood etc.. 
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Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  
Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Jamie Jones - james.jones.bch@gmail.com) 

11.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
12.  Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
13.  Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
14.  May Terry - MITRE - mayT@mitre.org  
15. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
16. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
17. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
18. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  

 
Agenda: 

1. Implications 
a. Examples from reports 

2. Operations 
3. AOB 

 
Discussion: 

1. Implications 
a. (discussion on linked doc) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AjQFhWta16vcPIpLYWwlAt7lhv4-uck7-zBPIc
cVU-8/edit# 

b.  
2. Operations (didn’t cover) 

a. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/fhir_operations/operations.h
tml 
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6. May Terry - MITRE - mayT@mitre.org  
7. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institut - pw@molit.eu (0:25) 

 
 
Agenda: 

1. WGM recap 
2. STU2 themes 
3. Recent proposals 

a. $find-variants updates 
b. FHIR-25296 Uncallable subregions in a region studied 

 
 
Discussion: 

1. WGM recap Sydney 2020 Connectathon report (CG did not hold a track) 
a. Need to check timeline for creating new track for May 
b. https://confluence.hl7.org/display/CGW/2020-02+CG+WGM+Agenda 
c. Open Discussion Notes, Sydney 2020 WGM 

i. Need Alejandro/Bob F phenopacket slides 
ii. Kevin to Follow up with Bob F for 2/18 update 

d. (bullets from before WGM for follow-up) 
i. Example fixing (no evidence of progress) 
ii. Phenopackets review 

1. Approach to knowledge artifacts, especially 
2. Gap analysis 
3. Ways to help/get connected with group 
4. VR spec variants scope questions?? 

iii. Minimal variant profiles 
1. SPDI representation 

a. Could add to variant but may only increase complexity 
b. Still needs normalization for comparison, similar to HGVS 

2. Clem’s suggests not covering *-alleles with this approach 
3. Another item for 2/18 

e. Other topics 
i. Tooling updates for STU2? 

2. STU2 themes 
a. https://docs.google.com/document/d/17r-HNm-gyqthepU40gqh39uYK9PV3HmBl1V

M-vW6TuY/edit 
i. Let's bring plan to vote 

b. Several groups starting to implement STU1 items, hoping a lot of feedback 
i. Want to structure and gather as much as we can 

1.  Identify projects / scopes / questions / how we interface 
a. Centralized list 
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b. Propose release plan for “STU2” another trial use release 
timeline 

i. Creates deadline for feedback 
3. Recent proposals 

a. $find-variants updates 
i. FHIR-25250 Genomic Data Server Operations 
ii. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/fhir_operations/find-v

ariants.html 
iii. Proposal: include  

1. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/fhir_operatio
ns/find-variants.html and 

2. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/fhir_operatio
ns/operations.html In the build version of IG. 

3. Patrick:  
a. Parameters as a returned resource may be awkward 

compared to Bundle but I am fine with it for now 
b. As stated, may be better as [base]/Patient/[id]/$find-variants 
c. [base]/$find-variants should allow not supplying patient id 

4. Lloyd: Servers may not have a Patient endpoint 
a. Pointing to Observation may be safer 

b. FHIR-25296 Uncallable subregions in a region studied 
i. Jamie/Patrick to work on offline 

c. FHIR-19844 PGx High Risk Allele Medication Impact is confusing 
i. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/kpower_SomaticImpl

ication/diagnostic-implication.html 
ii. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/kpower_SomaticImpl

ication/therapeutic-implication.html 
1. General favor for simplifying this space, not sure granularity of why a 

medication/etc is suggested 
2. Needs more input 

d. FHIR-24598 How to reference a region studied observation from genotype, 
haplotype, variant observations 

i. Do these need to be linked?? 
ii. Currently region-studied hangs at the report level (or off grouper/panel) 
iii. DerivedFrom/hasMember to refer to region-studied seems semantically 

incorrect, if we need to link them may be better suited as an extension 
iv. Potential confusion with multiple region-studied instances 
v. Potential overlaps with variant.method 
vi. Patrick: we are using region-studied to model the “genes studied” section of 

the report, there is no direct link needed/intended 
1. Gather more detailed user stories and hope to define extensions in 

our universal guide rather than having diverse implementers redefine 
each one 
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http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/branches/kpower_SomaticImplication/therapeutic-implication.html
https://jira.hl7.org/browse/FHIR-24598


 
 
 

 
Old notes re: region-studied 

vii. Clem: we don’t need a region-studied for the variants we found, it’s really to 
cover the negatives/what was tested but isn’t represented in the variants 
otherwise in the report. 

viii. Kevin: region-studied is “what was tested/targeted”, haplotype/etc is “what 
was found” 

ix. Bob W: we want to know how far into introns/promoters were sequenced in 
order to consider follow-up testing. 

1. Either captured in Region-studied.method or somewhere else 
 
 

 
Previous notes: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vyyQGQ1OAPUmCAluA6Yw7jez1-j_sTVCe4NXN7a6NfE/ed
it#heading=h.yntd678x4fjv 

 
  
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vyyQGQ1OAPUmCAluA6Yw7jez1-j_sTVCe4NXN7a6NfE/edit#heading=h.yntd678x4fjv
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vyyQGQ1OAPUmCAluA6Yw7jez1-j_sTVCe4NXN7a6NfE/edit#heading=h.yntd678x4fjv

